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I’m Damaris Young, author of The 
Switching Hour. I studied on the 
Writing for Young People MA at 
Bath Spa University, where I wrote 
my debut novel, The Switching Hour. 
I spent my childhood in southern 
and central Africa before moving 
back to the UK as an adult.  
The Switching Hour is set during a 

terrible drought, drawn from my interest in extreme 
weather events. I’m passionate about inspiring and 

empowering young readers with knowledge and action 
about climate change. 
 
A little bit more about me: 
 
⚫ Qualified in Teaching English as a Foreign Language  
⚫ TA experience in Wales, Botswana and Zimbabwe 
⚫ Studied on the Golden Egg Academy Fiction Programme 
⚫ Professional Member of The Society of Authors 
⚫ Public liability insured 
⚫ UK citizen with full UK driving license 

 
 
Never stay out after the Switching Hour… never let the outside in…. 
 
Amaya lives with her grandmother, her small brother Kaleb and her pet goat Tau in a land suffering a 
terrible drought.  Every night, the doors must be locked at twilight, the Switching Hour, because the 
drought has awoken Badeko, a creature that snatches children away to eat their dreams.   
 
Three days later, the memory that they existed is gone from those that knew them, and those that 
are left are afflicted with The Sorrow Sickness – a grief which consumes a person without them 
knowing why. When Kaleb is taken by Badeko, Amaya must journey into the terrifying forest to find 
her brother before she forgets him.  
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Talk: The Switching Hour and Climate Change (30-60 minutes, including Q&A) Suitable for Years 5, 6 & 7 – up to 120 
Climate Change is the defining and most important issue of our time and one that I wanted to address in The Switching Hour. In 
the story, a creature called the Badeko is awoken by a drought, which threatens to wipe out all living things. I explore the effects 
of a heatwave on the flora and fauna in the UK, engaging young readers in climate issues. This talk discusses how we can help 
the insects, birds, animals and plants in the heat, such as planting wildflowers and engaging with local community wildlife 
projects, empowering students with positive thought and action.  
 
Workshop: Global Stories (45-60 minutes) Particularly suited to a Year 6 & 7 class – up to 35 
I grew up knowing the story of Gelert, the brave hound that guarded a baby from a wolf, told to me by my Welsh grandparents, 
as well as stories of imaginary tree-dwelling creatures from my childhood in southern and central Africa. These tales instilled in 
me an interest in traditional stories from around the globe and became the inspiration behind a story of a dream eating creature 
in The Switching Hour. I discuss the similarities between legends and myths from around the world and how reading about these 
global oral traditions can help children feel more connected to other cultures. By the end of the session, the students will have 
explored their own reimagining of a classic fairy-tale.  
 
Workshop: Writing About Weather (45-60 minutes) Particularly suited to a Year 5 & 6 class – up to 35 
In this workshop, I’ll share my inspiration behind The Switching Hour and my interest in climate change. We’ll explore how to 
write about weather in our own stories, using all our senses to enrich our writing. By the end of the workshop students will also 
have drawn their own imaginary monsters based on an extreme weather event.  
 
On the day – I will run my own PowerPoint presentation from a USB, so I ask that you please provide a screen and a remote 
clicker. For the workshops each student will need paper and writing materials.  
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